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Scorecard
1. Value Proposition

Points

a) Novelty of the solution

15 / 15

b) Market fit/demand

8 / 15

c) Target Market Size

10 / 10

d) Competitiveness within market sector(s)

9 / 10

e) Integrations & Partnerships

7 / 15

Total Points - Value Proposition

49 / 65

2. Tokeneconomics

Points

a) What is the extent of the token's capabilities?

10 / 10

b) Initial token allocation

5 / 15

c) Continuous token issuance & tokenomics mechanisms

6 / 10

d) Is the value capture model able to accrue and distribute value?

6 / 10

e) Is the token sufficiently liquid to enable active use and trade?

2/5

f) Are there any extrinsic productivity use cases?

3 / 10

Total Points - Tokenomics

32 / 60

3. Team

Points

a) Is the team credible and public?

14 / 15

b) Does the team have relevant experience?

8 / 10

c) Does the team participate and help shape the public debate?

5/5

d) Is the team able to effectively attract and coordinate resources?

8 / 10
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Total Points - Team

35 / 40

4. Governance

Points

a) Admin Keys

15 / 20

b) Extent of Governance capabilities

7 / 15

c) Active Governance contributors

1/5

d) Governance infrastructure

7 /10

e) Robustness of Governance process

2 / 10

Total Points - Governance

32 / 60

5. Regulatory

Points

a) Does the protocol have any legal accountability?

7 / 15

b) What is the quality of the legal jurisdiction?

6 / 10

Total Points - Regulatory

13 / 25

Total

161 / 250

1. Value Proposition
a) Novelty of the solution (15 points)
This score evaluates the novelty (uniqueness) of the protocol. Has the protocol introduced any new innovations that
help solve user's problems more efficiently? Is the project a fork? To what extent did they copy/fork the original?
Answer:

Tokemak is described in the docs as: “Tokemak is a novel protocol designed to generate deep, sustainable liquidity
for DeFi and future tokenized applications that will arise throughout the growth and evolution of web3.” [1]
One can imagine Tokemak as a liquidity aggregator for market maker places (Dex’es) in Defi. Currently liquidity is
fragmented over various protocols, which in order to attract that liquidity pay out high inflationary unsustainable yield.
On top of that Liquidity Providers (LPs) carry the risk of impermanent loss (IL) and price exposure to a token they
might not necessarily want to hold. This becomes especially relevant when big players or “whales'' pull out most of
their liquidity because they find more attractive ARPs on another platform. The consequence most of the time is that
the platform (DEX) becomes illiquid, there is a high selling pressure on the native token and the “little guy” is holding
the bags of a worthless token because the platform is unusable.
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From the builders or developers side, projects have to spend a lot of time and brain juice in order to attract liquidity to
their token, how and on which platform to deploy their token so that it is most accessible etc. Instead of worrying
about their token deployment and liquidity attraction strategy the time would be better used to focus on the core
product the team wants to offer. [2]
The way Tokemak is trying to solve this problem is via so called “Reactors”. A Reactor can be thought of as a liquidity
pool which always consists of one asset, for example ETH, a stable coin (USDC; USDT etc.) or any ERC 20 Token on
the one side and the TOKE Token (native protocol token of Tokemak) on the other side. Liquidity providers can stake
their favorite asset, let's say USDC to the according reactor and earn yield on it without providing TOKE on the other
side. Assets that are serving as a popular liquidity pair on Dexes like ETH and stable coins are staked to “Pair
Reactors”. This liquidity is matched with liquidity from other LPs who are willing to bring the other side of the pair, so
any ERC-20 Token which are staked in “Token Reactors”. The matched pair asset and ERC-20 token then get provided
as liquidity on a DEX [3]

Source: [4]
This decision relies upon the so-called “liquidity directors” (LDs). LDs stake TOKE to reactors. TOKE gives LDs the
voting power over the liquidity that is provided to the according Reactor they staked to. So if a LD stakes TOKE to the
AAVE Token Reactors he gets to decide with the other LDs where the SUSHI Token paired with ETH or stables should
be deployed. Therefore the TOKE Token can be conceptualized as “Tokenized Liquidity”. [5]
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If you provide your favorite asset on Tokemak, you will get an equivalent amount of ‘Tassets' back, which represent
your underlying principle. This is somewhat analogous to AAVE where you get “Aassetes” back so for example you
provide 100 USDC you will get back 100 AUSDC. LPs can stake their asset at any time, but only get their first rewards
when their asset is actually deployed in the next cycle. In the same manner, they can only redeem their asset for their
Tasset when the current cycle has ended. The Tasset holders get their rewards paid out daily but can only withdraw if
a cycle is completed. A cycle lasts one week and ends every wednesday 4PM UTC as the writing of this report.
Rewards are paid out in TOKE. Tassets can always be claimed 1:1 for the underlying asset (1TETH for 1ETH) [6]

Source: [7]
These rules are analogous for LDs [8]
The primary source to compensate LPs impermanent loss is through the protocol revenue that was generated. When a
significant token imbalance occurs revenue assets like ETH, USDC etc. are used to buy the token that got sold off due
to impermanent loss. In order to ensure that the yield reserve is sufficient to compensate all of the IL, the amount of
assets that are being deployed is not higher than 3X than that of the protocol reserve. So in theory a token could
double in price compared to its pair token and the IL would still get compensated through the yield reserve.
The next backstop are LDs. If a greater IL occurs which can not be covered by the protocol reserve, TOKE staked to the
particular reactor where the IL occured can be used to compensate LPs.
The last step would be to use PCA in order to cover for LPs. According to the Tokemak Docs this should never be the
case unless some mistake happens in the deployment logic [9]
Tokemak lays out the Defi 2.0 narrative in which mercenary APR hunting is substituted by sustained liquidity provision
through (eventually) protocol owned assets. The creation of Token Reactors in which liquidity providers are protected
from impermanent loss while still earning yield on their assets through the liquidity directors, which find the most
profitable opportunities to generate income is a unique concept which has the potential to revolutionise Defi as we
know it today. No more headaches for upcoming projects who have to worry about how to launch their own token and
where (which DEX, CEX etc.) to best strategically deploy it. They can just spin up a Token Reactor and focus on the
core values of their protocol, meanwhile the liquidity flows where it is used in the most efficient manner. There are
some other protocols which focus on protocol owned assets like Olympus DAO with their bond mechanism but no one
other protocol does it like Tokemak [10]
How big of an success story this concept is going to be is still an open question but from a pure innovation standpoint
Tokemak it has to get all of the points. The way to mitigate IL, the single assets exposure, liquidity directors who vote
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decentralized on how to deploy external capital in a liquidity aggregator, all of this has not been seen yet in any crypto
eco system and therefore should be rewarded accordingly.
Score: 15/15

b) Market fit/demand (15 points)
This score evaluates the degree to which the protocol satisfies a strong market demand. The market fit evaluates if
the protocol is able to satisfy the needs of a specific market (can also be measured by user adoption/ #of users). To
what extent has the protocol proven to meet the demand of a specific market? Is the timing of the product right for the
market? Is the protocol targeting the right market?
Answer:
Since the creation of a Token Reactor is not fully permissionless yet, the way a project can get its own Token Reactor
at the moment is through Collateralization of Reactor Events (C.o.R.E.). Three C.o.R.E events have taken place so far,
the last one with 52 contenders competing for 5 Reactors[11]. Toke holders which staked their Toke to a Reactor can
vote on which protocols they think should get their own Reactor. The top 5 projects with the most votes after the
voting period will win. In C.o.R.E 3 all of the projects who participated had their own persuading techniques. Some
projects presented themself in the Tokemak Discord and explained what kind of benefits synergies and collaborations
are possible between them and Tokemak if they would get their own Reactor. You can listen to these interviews, which
are called “C.o.R.E Spotlight” on the “tokebase” youtube channel [12].
In addition to their Spotlight Interview Paladin Protocol published a love letter video on Youtube to Toke holders in
which they honoured the community identity of “Tokemechs” [13].
Other well known protocols like Terra with their Luna Reactor and DODO [14] used more tangible strategies where they
set up bribes for votes on Toke Votes on “Hidden Hand”. You can see the full list of bribers and the respective
amounts here:15.
When it comes to TVL, Tokemak reached its peak in January and April with 1.14 billion $ in. Even though TVL is
significantly down since then, this is mainly due to broader market conditions rather than a loss in token liquidity. A
look into Defi Lama shows that since April only more token got added to the protocol because new Reactors were
added [16].
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These facts already show a great interest/market fit from both the protocol side as well as the Defi side, although the
ladder shows mixed signals. The total number of daily active addresses has consistently decreased since protocol
launch from a peak of over 1000 to now between 100-200. [17]:
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whereas the total number of token holders increased over time with soon breaking 5000 [18]:

It is important to put these numbers into context. On first sight the huge hit on TVL in Dollar terms and the continuing
declining numbers of daily active addresses are not the best signs. On the other hand, if one considers the increasing
number of token inflow (independent of $ value) and the steady rise of holder addresses this paints a different picture.
The decreasing number of daily active addresses could be due to the fact that users simply don’t need to interact with
the protocol every day since it operates in weekly cycles and users aren't able to do much during a cycle. Also, the high
Gas costs on Ethereum might force LPs and LDs to accumulate rewards longer and claim them in bigger tranches
because otherwise their yield would be diminished.
The number of Twitter followers (38,6)k [19] and Discord members (2205) [20] roughly fall in line with the 5000 holder
addresses. The exchange with the highest 24h volume is Sushiswap with 950.000 $ [21] This makes Tokemak the
11th biggest coin in trading volume in Sushiswap [22].
At this point in time, one can not say that Tokemak has reached a clear product market fit, hence -3 points. Like
mentioned above, there are early signs of a product market fit but realistically, with below 10 k users they are still very
small and therefore another -4. Nevertheless the product is promising, the strategy is clear, the demand steadily rises
and the market is very promising .
Score: 8/15

c) Target market size? (10 points)
The target market size evaluates the current and future size of the problem the protocol is aiming to solve. The
category of the Open Finance solution can be used as a reference to the target market (for example: Lending).
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Because Open Finance is by definition global, the global market for a specific problem equals the target market size.
Answer:
The target market size is as big as Defi itself since liquidity will be the most important factor in a world where value
flows in the form of digital Tokens. Every upcoming project is a potential customer, since they need liquidity for their
token and every Degen/Yield Farmer a potential staker because they want to earn yield without IL and sell the Toke
token on the open market or stake it into a Reactor in order to get voting power as an LD and therefore receive bribes
and other benefits from projects who want to attract liquidity.
The Defi market grew from around 500$ million TVL at the beginning of 2020 to 120$ billion today[23]. In comparison
AUM (assets under management) of traditional finance service companies reached 103 Trillion in 2020[24] and is
projected to grow to 145 trillion by 2025[25].
The assumption of this article is, that by 2025 between 1%-5% of the projected AUM from financial service companies
is going to be deployed in DeFi protocols which would be somewhere between 1.45 - 7.25 trillion. That would be a
multiple of roughly between 10x-50x in today's DeFi TVL.
Since all of Defi TVL is represented in digital tokens which have to be made tradeable with the least amount of friction
(slippage) possible, the TAM (total addressable market) of Tokemak is 120$ billion today and will probably be in the
trillions by 2025. Some of the current or upcoming protocols might have such a high financial power to bootstrap their
own liquidity as desired or very unique tokenomics which are not composable with the Tokemak concept and
therefore not interested in the service. So if TVL were to be 1.45$ trillion in 2025 only 25% of that would be the SAM
serviceable addressable market, hence 326$ billion. Currently Tokemak is the only liquidity aggregator which offers
‘tokenized liquidity direction’ but if the concept proves itself to be valuable competitors will rise inevitably. First mover
advantage has proven to be a major advantage in the Crypto Spaces, as can be seen with Bitcoin (first store of
value/money) Ethereum (first smart contract platform) Axie infinity (first play to earn) and so on. Based on this fact,
the assumption is that Tokemak can at least capture 50% of the SAM TVL. This would result in a SOM (serviceable
obtainable market) of 163$ billion TVL, a 456x potential from today.
Score: 10/10

d) Competitiveness within market sector(s) (10 points)
This score evaluates the competitiveness of the protocol within the market sector(s) it operates in. This score offers a
relative comparison of the protocol and other protocols operating in the same market sector(s). To evaluate this,
metrics to directly compare with the competition can be used (e.g. TVL, trading volume, number of users).
Answer:
Since there is no real competitor who strives for the same goal as Tokemak and uses the same/similar strategies to
reach them makes a comparison to other protocols very difficult. From an LP perspective Bancor would make most
sense since they also offer IL protection for LP’s but this is mainly done through printing of BNT Token which of
course dilutes the current BNT Holders. On the other hand from the protocol perspective one could argue that every
protocol which is built around the concept of protocol owned assets is a competitor. These would include mainly
Olympus DAO and all its forks. But then again, even though protocol owned liquidity is the goal, the purpose of this
liquidity is not the same at all. While Olympus is trying to create protocol owned liquidity to create a hard backstop
price for their token OHM, which has the goal to become its own free floating currency, Tokemak is trying to direct this
liquidity to benefit liquidity providers, liquidity directors and protocols alike, as described above in the value proposition
section. The downside to Tokemaks uniqueness and fairly sophisticated approach to reach its ambitious goal is that it
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takes time and effort to understand the concept and the vision behind the protocol as well as the value proposition
behind the Toke token. In addition to that, yields are comparatively low to other more traditional yield farming
opportunities. These could be some explanations for the currently low number of Toke holders and number of
addresses which interact with the token address on Etherscan, mentioned in the section “Market Fit/Demand” above.
Score: 9/10

e) Integrations & Partnerships (15 points)
Due to crypto’s open-source nature, the code of most protocols can easily be forked. This score represents a piece of
“unforkable value”. Some indicators to look at are the number of applications built on top of the protocol (vertical
integration), other entities integrating the protocol's services (horizontal integration) or the number of relevant
partnerships (be careful of logo collections/ partnerships without much purpose).
Answer:
The unforkable value of Tokemak can be best described through the existing number of Token Reactors which have
already been set up by the protocol. Currently there are 8 Token Reactors listed on the Tokemak Website [26] with 5
additional coming due to the already concluded C.o.R.E 3 event. Active Reactors include the likes of Synthetix (SNX),
Sushi (SUSHI), Frax (FXS), Alchemix (ALCX), with DODO, Redacted Cartel (BTRFLY), etc. coming in the near future.
These relationships can be described as horizontal because they are not building on Tokemak but rather using it as a
liquidity deployment strategy. There will never be vertical integrations because the protocol was not designed so that
other protocols can build on top of it. The main characteristics which make it unforkable are
1. The strong developer team
2. The TVL and therefore the network effect of the protocol and as a result
3. The protocol owned assets, especially those of the pair assets (ETH, Stables).
As long as Tokemak will have the most pair assets to deploy, it will always be preferred over forks because potential
partners/protocols which want to deploy their liquidity strategy will always choose the deepest liquidity where most of
their token are actually deployed on Dexes. Users on the other hand will always want to choose the protocol which
generates the most revenue for them, so they can get the highest APRs. Therefore one can imagine Tokemak as
Facebook or Twitter from a network effect perspective. It is very easy to create a social media app but new
participants will always go where their friends and most other people are.
In most cases there is an open communication and collaboration between the Tokemak DAO and the DAO that has a
Token Reactor. Protocols also tend to allocate some portion of their treasury funds into their own Token Reactor in
order to accumulate TOKE so they have voting power in C.o.R.E events and the direction of the liquidity. An illustrative
example of this can be seen in the Shapeshift governance forum [27]. More in protocols adding TOKE Token to their
treasury and the resulting “Toke wars” can be found in the Token economics section.

Score: 7/15
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2. Tokeneconomics
The Tokeneonomics section assesses the function of a protocol's token. This includes the token distribution,
functionalities of the token, the ability of the token to incentivize positive behavior in the protocol, and the ability of the
token to capture a portion of the value created.

a) What is the extent of the token's capabilities? (10 points)
Is the token useful within the protocol? Does the token allow the holders to participate in governance or influence the
protocol in any way? Does it serve any other purposes?
Answer:
The primary use case of the TOKE Token is to stake it to a Token Reactor and therefore gain voting power on where
the liquidity is directed towards. Potential targets can be DEXes as well as CEXes. Therefore the TOKE Token can be
thought of as “Tokenized Liquidity”. It also serves as the incentive Token to stake as an LP & LD to a Reactor and
serves as a governance token. [28]
Both, LDs and LPs are at this point in time incentivised through inflationary TOKE rewards. In the future there will be a
mechanism which will convert a part of the protocol revenue into TOKE token and distribute it to LPs and LDs [29].
Score: 10/10

b) Initial token allocation? (15 points)
Token distribution can be an indicator of a healthy protocol and, if done well, can improve coordination and alignment
among different stakeholders. Was the genesis/initial distribution fair and balanced? Are the tokens distributed widely
or is the ownership concentrated and skewed toward early insiders? Are vesting schedules aligned with long-term
vision?
Answer:

The initial Token distribution can be seen here:
Total Supply: 100,000,000 TOKE
30,000,000 TOKE (30%): Reward Emissions
5,000,000 TOKE (5%): Cycle Zero’s DeGenesis Event and CoRE (Collateralization of Reactors Event), the first
distribution of TOKE
9,000,000 TOKE (9%): DAO Reserve
16,500,000 TOKE (16.5%): Contributors (12 month cliff +12 month linear vest)
14,000,000 TOKE (14%): Team (12 month cliff +12 month linear vest)
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17,000,000 TOKE (17%): Investors (12 month cliff +12 month linear vest)
8,500,000 TOKE (8.5%):DAOs & Market Makers (12 month cliff +12 month linear vest)
The team allocation may be fair with 14% but early investors (17%) and contributors (16,5%) make up an additional
33,5% which is a total of 47,5% which is quite high. Considering the cliff is due in a couple of months there is going to
be a huge potential sell pressure of 28 million token which are going to be unlocked with a current circulating supply of
roughly 15 million tokens, early buyers are going to be heavily diluted. The vesting period will end in Q3 2023.
Overall Tokenonics are rather disappointing since being an early investor only gets one diluted. This can also be seen
in the price action of the token. Early investors and contributors did get to high of a stake, it would have been more
useful to incentivise liquidity or save more token for building initiatives etc. Therefore a rather low score [30].
Score: 5/15

c) Continuous token issuance & tokenomics mechanisms (10
points)
Most token distribution schedules have built-in inflation. This section evaluates the purpose of that continuous token
distribution. Is it justifiable? Does it help improve the coordination and alignment of incentives for the protocol? Does it
incentivise positive-sum behaviour? Are the benefits flowing to all relevant stakeholders or just select groups?
Answer:
First of all, Toke has a max. supply of 100 mio TOKE token.
The Token issuance to LP and LD is fairly complex and can be found in detail in this article [31]. The TL;DR In simple
terms: Reactors are supposed to be balanced in Dollar terms. If a Reactor is overcollateralized with Toke Token LP
APR’s get higher in order to attract more external liquidity. The same mechanism works in the different direction as
well, where LD’s are incentivised with higher APR’s if the value of the liquidity is higher than the collateralization of the
Reactor. Roughly speaking Toke Stakers (LD’s) get ⅔ of the Toke emission where Liquidity Providers get ⅓. Note that
these submissions are changing in the near future with a significant overhaul of the Tokenomics which are not fully
hammered out yet. You can read about the changes in their most recent published medium article which is supposed
to boost protocol owned assets and include similar mechanics like the Curve token model with ACCToke [32].
TL;DR here is: Users will have the option to bring assets to the protocol and get ACCToke in return. The other way to
get ACC Toke is to lock TOKE for a certain amount of time. ACCToke will be analogous to veCRV in the Curve
Tokenomics model where ACCToke has more voting power on liquidity direction and bears rights to revenue shares of
the protocol. The goal with this mechanism is to boost protocol owned assets and therefore reach singularity faster
(the state where the Tokemak protocol is independent from external asset provision).
It could also potentially lead to a similar “Curve Wars” dynamic in which external protocols are trying to get as much
TOKE token as possible in order to have the most voting power and the highest revenue share of the protocol which
can in turn be used to buy back their own protocol token and distribute it back to its users. If several protocols were to
compete for TOKE, this would of course push up the price because of the high buying pressure (the current state of
this can be seen in the next section).
The renewance of the tokenomics is a positive sign although certain details are not clear yet and there is a certain risk
of a too complex model which investors are not able to understand and could potentially lead to unexpected economic
behaviours which might harm participants (-2 points). Also the tokenomics plan is not fully hammered out yet so it
remains to be seen if the mechanics work as intented (-2 points).
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Score: 6/10

d) Is the value capture model able to accrue and distribute value?
(10 points)
A value accrual and distribution mechanism can help improve the utility of a token and its ability to be used as an
effective coordination mechanism. Does the protocol have mechanisms to distribute some of the value created to the
token holders?

Answer:
Essentially TOKE gives the Staker the power to direct liquidity. This means the more protocol owned assets can be
gathered the more $ value per TOKE token can be decided over and therefore the higher the value of the TOKE token
should be. Other DAOs and protocols that want liquidity directed to them have one of two options:
1. Buy TOKE in order to get the necessary voting power to direct liquidity to themselfs or wherever they want
their liquidity to go.
2. Bribe Toke stakers so that they direct the liquidity in their favour if they don’t want to hold TOKE.
One can already see this scenario playing out. The bribes that have taken place are described in the Market
Fit/demand section. Other DAOs have opted to accumulate TOKE itself (option 1) and are adding TOKE actively to
their treasury. These token dynamics could potentially lead to similar situations like the “Curve Wars”.You can see the
current state of the “Toke wars” here [33].
You can also see governance proposals of different DAOs in which they are trying to optimise their TOKE strategy in
order to get the most value out of it. An example of this would be Alchemix [34]. Alchemix, like the Shapeshift DAO
allocated a portion of their treasury into their Token Reactor [35].
In theory the value capture is massive and TOKE should accrue a lot of it, but the concept is not proven yet, since the
protocol is very young and it remains to be seen if Tokemak can acquire as much protocol owned liquidity as desired.
Score: 6/10

e) Is the token sufficiently liquid to enable active use and trade? (5
points)
Is the token widely available and is there sufficient liquidity available to facilitate all protocol functionalities?
Answer:
Due to the fact that there is currently only 15% of the TOKE tokens in circulation and enormous price decrease in the
last couple of months, TOKE has extremely poor liquidity. It is available on top tier Dexes like UNI, Sushi and second
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tier CEXes like Kraken, Gate.io and Huobi but with its shallow liquidity not even a 1 million $ buy is possible without
having a price impact [36].
Score: 2/5

f) Are there any extrinsic productivity use cases for the token? (10
points)
Besides the protocol’s value distribution model as described in 2. d), can the token be used productively on other
protocols (e.g. as collateral, for lending, LPing, yield farming, etc.)?
Answer:
Besides LP’ing on UNI and SUSHI there is really no other external use case yet. There is definitely hope though as one
can attribute this to the fact that Tokemak is a protocol in its infancy and is not even one year old.
Score: 3/10

3. Team
The Team section describes the quality of the team behind the protocol. The current version of Prime Rating favors
teams that are publicly identifiable. In the case of an anon team, the track record of the specific anons involved can be
taken into account

a) Is the team credible and public? (15 points)
Are the identities of the core contributors and team publicly identified? In the case of anon team members, is there any
way to track their background/record?
Answer:
The founder of Tokemak is Carson Cook; he has a master's degree in electrical engineering, physics and a Phd in
physics from the University of Wisconsin. After that he worked in the Forex space and at Mckinsey [37].
John Mattox is the CFO. He did his MBA at Duke University and before becoming CFO at Tokemak he already was CFO
at ERC deX [38].
The whole Team consists of 21 employees according to LinkedIn [39]. Due to limited access not all profiles can be
seen to full extent. The profiles that are accessible look very solid with Sam H. as software engineer with several years
of experience one of them at Amazon. John Young who has been in the crypto industry as the CTO of cryptosheets for
3 years before joining Tokemak as an engineer as well. The team seems to also have experience in the traditional
finance world with Otto Kumbar.
Overall, the members seem to be public and carry degrees from prestigious universities including relevant working
experience.
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Score: 14/15

b) Does the team have relevant experience? (10 points)
Are there any documents or trails available to showcase the track record of the team? Do the team members have
relevant backgrounds and skill sets?
Answer:
The Team can be found here: [[40]]. Many team members have multiple years of experience in the web 3 space and/or
worked & studies at well known and high tier companies/universities.

The Team does not have an official roadmap but has laid out a few upcoming milestones in one of their medium
articles [41]. The first milestone was already accomplished by conducting the C.o.R.E 3 event and adding the new
reactors to the active set. The second milestone is also completed with a Dune analytics Dashboard [42]. The third
milestone is to extend the governance function of TOKE stakers and therefore further decentralize the protocol and
decision making (more on that in the governance section). Still to be implemented are the new Tokenmoics models
and the growth of PCA protocol owned assets. After that C.o.R.E. 4 and a Game based on Tokemech NFTs are on the
horizon.
Obviously the most important one to come are the growth of PCAs through an overhauled Tokenomics model. There is
no question the team has the relevant experience and technical skills and knowledge to implement these changes.
What is a bit missing is the marketing side. Besides the interviews of Carson Cook and some Discord interview
collaboration between Tokemak and other DAOs there seems to be no real plan right now how to further raise the
awareness of external capital, token and user. Also it would be really helpful to deploy the protocol not only on the
Ethereum main layer but to expand to second layer solutions like Optimism, Arbitrum etc, so that it is worth for smaller
LPs to bring their capital.
No question all of this can be done, since the team is competent but it needs also to execute and raise more
awareness (-2 points) so that it can attract more PCA in order to reach its ambitious goals.

Score: 8/10

c) Does the team participate and help shape the public debate? (5
points)
To what extent do the protocol contributors participate in the public debate around open finance? Are the team
members giving presentations, sharing their thoughts and opinions, and do they help raise the collective intelligence of
the industry?
Answer:
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Carson Cook gives interviews on a very regular basis.
He mainly talks about liquidity management/flow in DeFi and how to generate sustainable yield without high
inflationary token mechanisms. This is one of the key topics in DeFi and is definitely worth having a debate over. Of
course the Tokemak protocol is supposed to be the solution for this problem.
He spoke recently at the Defi 2.0 panel at permissionless [43].
He also spoke on the bankless Podcast [44].
Tokemak got covered in the Defiant Podcast: [45].
Carson Cook spoke also at Stanford Blockchain Club: [46].
Score: 5/5

d) Is the team able to effectively attract and coordinate resources?
(10 points)
How effective is the team at attracting and coordinating resources for the benefit of the protocol? Has the team raised
sufficient funding or are there mechanisms in place to attract resources when needed?
Answer: According to their tokenomics they were able to fundraise substantial amounts of money in order to have a
long enough runway. Liquidity wise they have close The team has already started to deploy liquidity on UNI, SUSHI,
Curve etc.
You are able to see the current revenues [here 47].
Earnings in $ terms are significantly dependent on the price of the assets which are deployed. Hence the protocol
revenue is down from a 7 day high of 3.2 million at the end of march to 57.4k at the end of may.
Even though revenues are more down compared to the market overall, this is due to the still very conservative strategy
of the team in which they are more concerned about not losing anything instead of maximising yield.
Tokemak is able to attract top tier talent as shown in the team section. They are also able to collaborate and
communicate effectively with other DAOs in order to gain more awareness and support within the crypto sector. The
team is not wasting any money on unnecessary marketing or other wasteful expenses.
Score: 8/10

4. Governance
The Governance section evaluates how the protocol is governed and who the governors are. The different governance
functionalities and processes are evaluated to determine to what extent the Protocol will be able to self-govern in a
way that ensures the development of the protocols while respecting the needs of all current and future stakeholders.
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a) Admin Keys (20 points)
Admin Keys allow some critical functionalities of a protocol to be controlled by an admin. This allows the developers
to react to potential bugs, but also creates a risk as the developers could potentially misuse the admin keys to exploit
the protocol. Does the protocol have admin keys and how are they managed?
Answer:
The team holds admin keys in order to execute on the liquidity deployment. This is done via a so called ‘manager
contract’ which consists of two addresses. [48]
Coordinator Address: 0x90b6C61B102eA260131aB48377E143D6EB3A9d4B
Treasury address: 0x8b4334d4812C530574Bd4F2763FcD22dE94A969B
Those are MultiSig wallets managed by the Tokemak Team. Through these MultiSig wallets liquidity is deployed to
various Defi protocols.
In the official documentation it is not transparently laid out how they manage the keys, who is responsible, how many
signers are needed etc.
To the question, if funds are prevented from theft/misuse and if the team could react quickly if something unforeseen
happens, one of the Team members in discord responded:
“We have a set procedure and are coordinating in order to make sure enough signers are available on short notice.
Additionally we have begun using a third party service to ensure continuity in our ability to alert signers and coordinate
signatures in a timely manner. Several team members are publicly doxxed and all team members are fully doxxed
internally to the team, even if pseudo anon externally”. [49].
The fact that most of the team members are doxxed is helping, although there is definitely a lack of transparency in
the process for a ‘decentralized’ protocol. Therefore the protocol is not able to achieve the optimal score.

Score: 15/20

b) Extent of Governance capabilities (15 points)
Distributed governance allows the token holders to participate in the governance of open finance protocols. How
much influence does the governance mechanism have? Are the votes affecting on-chain changes or do they function
solely as signals to the team?
Answer:
The governance process since launch has already evolved but there are still some improvements to be implemented.
At the launch of the protocol there was no governance process. Everything was decided by the team. Now, if one has
staked their TOKE, they can vote on which projects are getting their Reactor. Also, TOKE staked to a Token Reactor can
now in “pro mode” decide between a couple of options where liquidity is deployed. Besides these two functions which
are arguably important but not extensive, there does not exist a general governance model yet. For example the
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options of liquidity deployment were given by the team and can not be changed/ supplemented with other options.
Although there are plans to implement a governance modul, this is not the case right now. The team is currently
working on an on chain governance process [50]
Score: 7/15

c) Active Governance contributors (5 points)
Governance is a process that can be rather resource-intensive if executed well. To ensure good governance is
practiced by the protocol, it's important to have a sufficient number of governors allocate resources to the governance
process of the protocol. How many individuals participate in the debate around the protocol? How active are voters?
Answer:
Since there is no active governance modul yet, this is hard to tell. It can be assumed since the community is really
small that there is a lot of activity in governance but this remains to be seen.
Score: 1/5

d) Governance technology/infrastructure (10 points)
The Governance infrastructure relates to the technology, software, and models used by the protocol's governance.
Does the protocol have a reliable and usable voting mechanism? Are there channels for governance debate? Is there
sufficient documentation available?
Answer:
The governance that is already in process works flawless and is very transparent. The governance process is
documented here [51].
TL;DR:
Currently Toke stakers are able to vote in C.o.R.E events directly in the tokemak website under the ‘C.o.R.E’ tab. The
voting mechanism works over the polygon network, so voters do not have to pay ethereum gas costs in order to vote.
Stakers to Token reactors simply enable ‘pro mode’ on the right hand side of their reactor tab on the website and can
decide where the liquidity of their staked TOKE reactor is deployed.
And if needed an additional guidance is provided to interact with the smart contract directly [52].
Score: 7/10

e) Robustness of Governance process (10 points)
This score requires documentation specifically on the governance process that sets the basic framework in terms of
agreements, norms, and language for governing the protocol and to create social consensus. Does the protocol have a
formal governance process? How robust is the governance process and does it promote good governance?
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Answer:
Like mentioned in section 4b) the governance module is still in an early stage, since the protocol is very young.
Many/all of the main decisions are carried out by the team at the moment. You can look at section 4d) for their
documentation which is very transparent and robust.
The fact that the core team makes all of the decisions at the moment essentially makes the protocol super centralized
for the time being. Hence one can not speak of the robustness of the governance process because there really is little
to none. Although there is improvement on the horizon, this has to be reflected on the score.

Score: 2/10

5. Regulatory
The Regulatory section describes the extent and quality of the regulatory environment that affects the Protocol. To be
able to guarantee functionality, security, and legality the protocol should comply with regulatory requirements, or limit
itself to facilitating services to users who are willing to operate outside of the traditional regulatory environment.

a) Does the protocol have any legal accountability? (15 points)
Does the protocol have any form of legal accountability? Can users and partners hold the protocol accountable in case
of a breach of the agreement?
Answer:

Disclaimer: The following section, under any circumstances, should not be considered legal advice. The
author of this article has no legal background and therefore everything that is mentioned below is based on
pure speculation and not on facts.
Tokemak seems to be operated through a legal entity which is based in Santa Monica, Californien called ‘Fractal’.This
can be seen on the linkedIn profile of Carson Cook, the founder of Tokemak [53]. If this is the case, all employees and
founders can be held accountable under the jurisdiction of the federal state of California in the United States. No
further information could be found about the company and this is in now way a guarantee that legal actions against
any potential misconducts can be taken. The author was not able to confirm or deny that a legal entity exists.
Score: 7/15

b) What is the quality of the legal jurisdiction? (10 points)
If the protocol has a legal entity, what is the quality of the jurisdiction the entity is established in? Will the jurisdiction
be able to facilitate the legal framework for the protocol to expand while remaining accountable.
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Answer:

It seems to be a top tier jurisdiction with high legal security in the United States but any participants in the protocol
should not rely upon this. As mentioned in section a) above, if Fractal exists and Tokemak is operated through it, the
jurisdiction would be California in the United States which is top tier. The author was not able to confirm this and could
not find any other websites registries where the company was listed, so this information has to be treated with high
caution and suspicion.
Score: 6/10
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